interested in learning more about
apso design solutions?
Be it in-house or independent product development, apso software makes creating textile and
carpet patterns brilliantly simple and efficient for
the designer. Explore colour options. Change scale.
Modify motifs. View virtual installations.
Share ideas. Do it all quickly and without the
expense or delay of producing physical samples.
apso online web tools and design studios enable
manufacturers to give their customers a preview of
new products months ahead of production.
Customers can experiment with colour, save favorites and view designs in a variety of spaces.

info@apso.com
0845 4501280 office
07989 852974 mobile

a brand of Tricycle
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think it
design it
see it
work it
perfect it
show it
share it
brilliant!

CARPET DESIGNER

THE CLASSIC SOLUTION FOR CARPET DESIGNERS EVERYWHERE.

Specially designed to be fast and intuitive to learn, apso understands the needs of the carpet designer and has
focussed its efforts to meet these needs. The result is the most advanced and user friendly carpet design
software available. Whether you’re looking to design circular or elliptical borders, or simply looking for an undo
& redo tool that really works, carpet designer will help you get the job done quickly and easily.
Just consider the following standard functionality:
Advanced floor planning tools
Circular and elliptical border design capabilities
Intuitive tape measure
On-screen texturing functionality
Intuitive design interface
Wheeling and mirroring capability
Customisable fractional zoom levels

CARPET DESIGNER

Full undo & redo capabilties
Pressure-sensitive tools
Customisable design repeat levels
Complex frame planting capability
Comprehensive online help
Design archiving support
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TUFTED DESIGNER

PRO

THE INDUSTRY STANDARD FOR TUFTED CARPET DESIGNERS EVERYWHERE.

Specially designed to be fast and intuitive to learn, apso understands the needs of the tufted
designer and has focussed its efforts to meet these needs. The result is the most advanced and
user friendly tufted design software available.

Just consider the following standard functionality:

Easy tracking of Yarn paths
Calculate Yarn Weights
Any repeat, gauge and stagger
Double or single needle bar
Specify buried ends
Any stitch rate and CAM movement
Control bars from either side

TUFTED DESIGNER

Machines database

PRO

High quality texture simulation
Comprehensive on-line help
Design archiving support
Plain yarns, Space dyed yarns, Twists, Mixtures and Heathers
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DOBBY DESIGNER

SAMPLE THE BEST IN DOBBY DESIGN SOFTWARE.

Turning your Dobby ideas into designs has never been so simple. Dobby Designer from
apso has been specifically designed for today's Dobby design professional.

Just consider the following standard functionality:

Stunning fancy yarn support
Design archiving support
Comprehensive on-line help
High quality texture simulation
Fully customisable print preview
Tape measure
Unlimited undo and redo

DOBBY DESIGNER

Warp and weft threading tickets
Intelligent shaft arranging
Total integration with our unique Archive technology
Fast reset controls to instantly change weave structures
JDesign tools including line, mirror, flip, scrolling and reverse cloth
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JACQUARD DESIGNER

JACQUARD DESIGNER

THE INDUSTRY STANDARD FOR JACQUARD DESIGNERS EVERYWHERE.

Turning your Jacquard ideas into designs has never been so simple. apso
Jacquard Designer has been specifically tailored to suit today's Jacquard
design professional.

Just consider the following standard functionality:

Artwork, design and weave viewing modes
Automatic or manual float correction
Wheel, mirror and mitre tools
Pressure sensitive design tools
Powerful dot and line removal tools
High quality texture simulation
Comprehensive on-line help
Design archiving support
Unique shelf system allowing quick cut, copy and paste editing
Design in single or multiple repeat at correct ends/picks ratio

Explore+Create
ONLINE DESIGN, VISUALISATION TOOLS & SERVICES

Online Design Platform and Tools

Content Management System

2D and 3D tools, makes it simple to search dynamic
product libraries, recolour patterns, combine products
and view them installed in
spaces or floor plans for scale
and context in real time.
The online tools also integrate
with our Dashboard technology,
allowing for the tracking of
marketing information about
popular online views, designs,
and orders of both sustainable
samples and physical samples.

Our Content Management System puts you in
control, update information quickly and respond
to market demands faster.

VIRTUAL PRODUCT SAMPLING

ONLINE TOOLS & SERVICES

Carpet & Fabric Texture Mapping

Our powerful texture mapping software
allows us to provide texture mapping
solutions for both the carpet and fabric
industry.

TEXTURE MAPPING

